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At the age of twenty-three, Leonardo DiCaprio has already achieved the kind of success for which

most actors strive their entire career. His talent shines in his Golden Globe-nominated performance

as Jack Dawson in the blockbuster film Titanic though his turn as a modern-day Romeo to Claire

Danes' Juliet had already cemented his status as a romantic personality.  But Leo isn't all glamour --

in addition to stealing the hearts of his female fans, he has gained the respect of his acting peers

and cinema critics. By age nineteen, he had earned Golden Globe and Academy Award

nominations for his supporting role in What's Eating Gilbert Grape? Critics have even compared Leo

to such larger-than-life actors as James Dean and Brad Pitt.  From his early days on the TV series

Growing Pains through the long-awaited Titanic to The Man in the Iron Mask, and his new work with

Woody Allen, read all about this young actor whose star is definitely on the rise!
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This book was really disappointing... The first half of it contained all the same info in the other

books, that can also be found for the most part on the internet... All the same quotes, also...she did

not take the time to interview him at all or do any new research, she just included all the same info

that has been presented before many times. Then the second half of the book got even worse...

She filled up space (and keep in mind it's a short book to begin with) by talking about his

numerology, astrological sign and chinese astrology. As soon as I saw that, I couldn't believe my

eyes... I thought I had mistakenly ordered a teen idol magazine. The only interesting things about

the book were the color pictures (although I've seen them all pretty much before) and the internet

sites, which you could easily find on your own. I really wouldn't recommend this book to anyone who



already knows the basics about Leonardo, maybe it would be good for a new fan or just to have if

you've been collecting things on him.

I received this book as a present...it was difficult for me to express a genuine gratitude of the gift

and keep a straight face at the same time. The one star: it contains some decent photos...none of

which, may I add cannot be found on the internet. The loss of the four remaining stars: for lack of a

better statement "teeny-bopperish" language and writing style, astrology and number games

(tackless city), abscence of any previously unknown information, and its purely

'leechmoneyoffcelebrities' nature. Yep, I may be being a tad harsh but... **ugh** the last few

chapters which had a general feel of a 'how compatible are you with leo?' teen mag quiz simply

emphasised the obvious target audience of the book. People whose leolust factor stands at 100%

(nothing wrong with that!) but whos talentappreciation factor is zzzzip. STOP PREYING ON

UNSUSPECTING GENUINE FANS and LITTLE GIRLS' LIMITED POCKET MONEY BALANCES

MS. KRULIK...it really pisses me off!! i dont like this book.

I was so excited when I got the book but after I read it I learned nothing that I had not known before.

I was so dissappionted. If you are looking for get some useful info on Leo there are alot more books

that are better than this one.All she talked about was about his signs and these useless numbers

that match with his Birthday signs. It was a waste of $.

This book is fasinating!! not only does it tell you about leo's home life, but also his acting life, what

hes done and what he plans to do in the future. it gives facts that you wouldn't think of asking about

but once you read them find out there really interesting to read. This book definetly gets a 10 on my

list!!

I thought this book was boring. It was basiclly filled with just the facts. I wanted more information on

him and a little juicy gossip. The good thing about the book is it did not take much time to read. I

think it would be better for younger children to read than older .

I like this book alot it has quizes and stuff to test how much you know about our favorite guy. plus it

has the usual info and 8 pages of pictures none Ihad'nt seen but of course I have273 pictures of

holywoods hottest star (most of the Internet,I've been busy)



I really loved the color pictures and really informative info. After I read this book I saw a lot of his

movies and went to a lot of his websites. I really enjoyed reading about his leading ladies, too. All

right Nancy E. Krulik!

If you've read this book you probably even know his fav drink.His first acting exprience to his pets

names!!!!Even lists his zodiac sign!!The real Leo is unmasked and we're not talking the photocover

for the tabloids!!!
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